Mini-Max Lifting Arms

The MINI-MAX is a height adjustable pick up pad that is great for lifting vehicles with low road clearance, as well as, for deep-drawn side skirt and off-road vehicles on 2 post lifts.

Mini-max has extremely quick adjustment through its height range from a very low 75mm up to an impressive 185 mm (range for SMART LIFT 2.32 SL)

Mini-Max Technology Products

- Smart Lift (2 Post Lift)

Mini-Max Features

- Extremely low (75mm) minimum height
- Easily raises up high to get up underneath side skirts and side steps.
- System incorporated into the arm; no auxiliary accessories required
- Fast, simple and easy operation.

Mini-Max Operation

Mini-max is essentially a small scissor lift incorporate onto the end of the lifting arm although it is not powered. The operator moves the lever on the side of the arm to raise or lower the Mini-max pad to desired lock position.

Mini-Max Installation

Due to the size of mini-max system, this adds to the arm length. To allow for the extra arm length, the posts of the lift must be installed 250mm further apart than standard. It is import to allow for this when planning the workshop bay.